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Abstract
The aim of this whitepaper is to identify the problems and limitations surrounding multi-signature blockchain technology
and present solutions based on the creation of a supplementing sub-network that will host and relay all multi-signature
transactions, removing all gas and complexity limitations. Extra security through the prohibition of unnecessary RPC
queries on Multisignio’s private blockchain, gas-less mutli-signature verification, private key backup of the actual wallet &
the ability to initiate a hard fork as a last-resort measure, are presented and further discussed.

I.

conception of Multisignio.

Introduction

Multi-signature wallets as the one natively impleurrent Multi-Signature Wallet providers are mented in Bitcoin aid on these prevalent security

C

scarce and in primitive form without firmly issues of blockchain but also add to the problem.
realizing the true potential that decentralized These multi-signature wallets are composed of n pre-

blockchain networks have to offer. The Multisignio specified public keys and a threshold of
team strongly believes that with proper expertise on

t≤n

blockchain tools, the creation of a supplementing sub-

(1)

network can be implemented for the Ethereum Net- required signatures. Expenses from such wallets rework that will host and relay all multi-signature wal- quire signatures from at least t of n keys [?]. As the
lets with a lot of advanced capabilities and features. difficulty of Bitcoin mining rises, due to its popularity;
The aim is to create a network that will be able to offer the cost and time-delay of the transactions build up,
advanced multi-signature wallet solutions to everyone, leading to dozens of waiting hours for the processing
be it an individual, a household, a company or an ICO of the transactions [?].
Another issue that is raised on current multi-

team. The aforementioned will ultimately be used

as an autonomous and secure multi-signature wallet signature wallets and technology is their simplicity.
provider with multi-currency capabilities that behaves Due to the constraints of the Ethereum network, smart
as the backbone for convoluted scripting-language contracts cannot retain high levels of complexity as
they risk of running out of gas, thus becoming imposcryptocurrency-based software & DApp Solutions.
sible to execute and perform as they should, ultimately
becoming cost inefficient [?]. As a result, no scalable

II.

Problem Presentation

multi-signature solution curated towards ICOs, Enterprises & households alike has been created.

The statistics of blockchain hacks and thefts
has been noted to have a positive corellation with

III.

blockchain popularity over the recent years, broading the discussion on the security issues behind

Solution

Based on the classifications of internal financial

blockchain technology and online wallets [?][?]. In controls [?]; preventive, detective & corrective otherlight of the recent Parity hack, which amounted close wise known as prevent-detect-recover [?][?], the aim of
to a $300m loss (or 1% of the total Ether ever mined), this project is to develop and deploy an autonomous
this discussion is more relevant and prevalent than multi-signature wallet provider powered by a private
ever. The lack of a failsafe technology leading to the blockchain & modular, upgradable contracts within
permanent freeze of wallets and funds lead to the our network.
1
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Blockchain technology demonstrates in theory uses private-net1 containing the main-net2 MSW private
that can be on par with the P-D-R model [?]; specif- key.
ically on the preventive part of it. Multisignio aims

As the transparency and the legitimization of the
to advance on the security features and to properly & present project is of outmost importance, the source
respectively initiate on the rest two fronts of the P-D-R code of the MSG token contract can be found and be
model.

further examined on Multisignio’s GitHub along with

By implementing failsafes such as a key addi- other smart contracts powering the present platform
tion/removal voting system (in case of key theft/loss), in the future.
private key backup of the multi-signature wallet available when all key holders agree & contract upgrad-

V.

MSW Creation

ability by using the shell-contract programming technique, the utmost level of security is ensured. All

The MSW consists of two parts, the main-net pri-

multi-signature wallets are backed by real accounts, vate key & the private-net smart contract controlling
meaning that the funds will never be frozen under any the private key.
circumstance.
By handling all multi-signing requests within Multisignio’s private network, the need for gas-efficiency
& gas-restrain contracts is eliminated. Taking the aforementioned into account advanced multi-signature wallet features as allowance-style wallets, privilege-level
wallets & temporary allowance private key generation
enabled wallets can be instrumented.
The implementation of the above technology in
Mutlisignio ensures the P-D-R model as the blockchain
prevents illicit transactions by the use of multisignature technology, detects malfeasant behaviors
through the use of the information provided by the
blockchain and finally the recovery of the funds as
they are secured through the use of a segmented private key, where the user can use the voting system to

Figure 1: Traditional Multi-Sig Wallet Creation

When a Multisignio Wallet is created via our mainnet contract, our autonomous Ethereum Network
probe picks up the information of the transaction
along with the seed and passes it on to our private-net.

recover a lost or stolen part of the private key.

IV.

Token Contract

By the use of MSG tokens the users will create
smart contracts powering their Multisignio Wallets
(MSW). The MSG smart contract follows the officially
approved ERC-20 Standard (EIP 20) and includes benign customizations and additions to suit the imple-

Figure 2: Multisignio Wallet Creation

mentation of security and wallet features[?].
The MSG cost of deploying a MSW serves as the

Your multisignature private key is then generated

long-term funding channel, ensuring the maintenance using the seed plus random-value variables from the
and scalability of Multisignio’s private blockchain. Additionally, it allows for a seamless association of an

1 Private-net
2 Main-net

refers to the network our blockchain operates in.
refers to the public Ethereum Network where your

Ethereum Address with the smart contract on the Ethereum is stored.
2
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MVM (Multisignio Virtual Machine) during the control panel contract creation. Additional users are then
added either authoritatively by the creator or via a voting system between the current key holders on each
addition.

VI.

MSW Transactions

Upon the successful creation of a MSW, all the
transactions will need to be broadcasted through one

Figure 4: Multisignio Wallet Transaction

of Multisignio’s public RPC nodes. The IP & port of
the node is not exposed directly and a proxy server is
used instead, which also acts as a load balancer.

node but also offers to the users the ability to retrieve

Communication with the proxy server can be the hex-encoded transaction and broadcast it themachieved through the use of Multisignio’s DApp inter- selves.
face, although developers will be offered access keys,

DN

should they decide to utilize Multisignio’s network

VII.

to develop and deploy their own services. One of
the main benefits of the MSW is that it provides zerogas-cost transactions when interacting with one of the
Control Panel contracts3 .

Security

The MVM4 operates with low-level bytecodes
meaning that even if someone would gain access to
Multisignio’s private network they would need significant time, patience and power equivalent to that
of a quantum computer to decode and re-construct
the private key segment kept within one of the MSW
control panels.

Figure 3: Traditional Multi-Sig Wallet Transaction

The initiation of a transaction with a MSW triggers
with the broadcast of the user’s request to the privatenet and follows with the signature of the owners for
verification on the smart contract. These transactions

Figure 5: Server Infrastructure

are mined immediately and are cost-free. After the
grouping of the signatures, the execution call is made

Since Multisignio’s network is gas-less, complex

available. This smart contract function uses the in- functions and data structures within smart contracts
ternally stored private key to sign a raw transaction can be developed and deployed. By utilizing that,
with the initial parameters and make the signed raw- the development of a byte-by-byte data structure and
encryption was conducted and it ultimately resulted in
transaction available to the signees.
The Multisignio DApp offers to broadcast the trans- a huge amount of MVM run-time calls, thus increasing
action to the Ethereum network via an Infura-powered the difficulty of translating and decoding the MVM
3 Since

no actual transaction is ever executed on our network, our

4 The

Multisignio Virtual Machine (MVM) is a variant of the

smart contracts that contain the multi-signature private keys can be

EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) with the removal of unnecessary

thought of as Control Panels or Control Hubs.

op-codes & pre-built contracts.

3
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live.

All the participating nodes in the private

One of the main advantages of the EVM (And

blockchain are autonomous machines and use an subsequently the MVM) is the immutability of any
Scrypt (Created by Collin Percival [?], see appendix contract deployed on the network. This feature has
??) derived passphrase [?] to verify that a new node one main down-side, contracts cannot become upgradin the network has indeed been installed by our AOO

able without significant gas cost. By decoding API

(See appendix ??). By refreshing the passphrase us- calls on the communication hub, one main function
ing Scrypt with different parameters on each new that takes an "index" parameter as input to call each
node addition, even if one has access to the decrypted

function of the smart contract can be used.

passphrase, he would need the proper encryption parameters which no single entity holds as the parameters are split amongst the top-tier members of our
organization.
Each and every interaction with the Multisignio
network is done through one of our Central Communication Hubs. The CCH also acts as the filter for
any input on the private network, which prevents
malicious abuse of its gas-less feature.

VIII.

Private Blockchain

After careful discussion and research upon the

Figure 6: Example Multisignio Call

This allows for the creation of "Shell Contracts"

inception of Multisignio, the team concluded that a which store the actual address of the contract and
Private Blockchain is the most secure & ideal solution re-direct method calls. This enables the contract to
for the project. Utilizing a private network of hashing

be upgraded by changing the address stored within

nodes provides a multitude of benefits.

the Shell Contract. The only requirement is the same

The relocation of the smart-contract execution and

method names but, by using the index-based solution

the whole multi-signature approval process to a pri- above, we can have as many methods as we want.
vate chain completely nullifies the gas-costs and eradicates the dependency from the Ethereum Network, in-

IX.

Scalability

creasing the multi-signature function execution speed
tenfold. This also ensures that during heavy load on

Once our network upgrade is completed, our nodes

the Ethereum Servers, Multisignio’s nodes will con- will be running on a custom implementation of Quotinue to operate at optimal speeds with only the final

rum optimized for contract execution rather than nor-

transaction taking place on the Main-Net.

mal transactions. Additionally, all of our API end-

Furthermore, the natural gas-limit enforced by the points are inter-connected with intuitive redirection
miners on the Ethereum Network is non-existent, al- protocols, ensuring that all your requests are routed
lowing the development of convoluted smart contracts

to the node closest to your location according to a

and multi-signature wallets.

Distributed SDN (See appendix ??) load balancing

The current beta implementation utilizes a custom algorithm [?]. This also takes into account the current
Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm for quick set-ups load of the Processing Servers which communicate
and testing but the migration to a Proof-of-Authority directly with the Multisignio Blockchain.
Including a new node to the network will be trivial
consensus powered either by Clique (Geth5 ) or Raf
(Quorum) will be performed once the Open Beta is once development of the AOO is completed, meaning
that the re-adjustment of the infrastructure according
5
Geth is the the command line interface for running a full

ethereum node implemented in Go. It is one of the main deliv-

to demand can be carried out in a relatively short time-

erable clients of the Ethereum Frontier Release[?]

frame. Since we expect ICOs & companies to require

4
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intensive custom operations & theoretically limit-less

through a voting system to access the private key. Ad-

key-holders, we have infrastructure plans associated

ditionally, storing the whole multisig private key only

with the Multisignio wallets we offer to them that on run-time makes it impossible to acquire the priwill suit their demands & retain the main Multisignio vate key without all the key holders’ signatures at any
network as a stable general-purpose network.

point in time.

If we reach the multi-currency milestone we can
initiate a hard-fork and network re-instatement with

XI.

MSW Voting System

the new smart contracts & software. In order to be able
to do this, the current AOO & Quorum (See appendix

Each MSW has a complex self-preservation voting

??) implementation have been future-proofed, to allow system to ensure that the Multisignio Wallet will funca snapshot of the blockchain to be extracted upon

tion under any circumstance. The first and foremost

consensus of the users’ multisignature wallets to an voting system that exists within the MSW contract is
upgraded autonomous node carrying the appropriate

the transaction voting system. During wallet initial-

signature. This is done via a pre-deployed voting ization, a required-votes number must collectively be
system smart contract.

agreed upon by all key holders. Once the number

Simply put, if not enough users have voted on the is set, each submitted transaction goes through the
network upgrade, any malicious attempt to extract voting process until the required amount of key holda snapshot of the blockchain by our team or a mali- ers agree. Traditional multisig wallets have no safety
cious rogue node will be blocked triggering exclusion measure in case the private keys that have been lost
protocols which will prevent the network from accept- are too many for the wallet to function.
ing any further participation of our team except for
addition of new nodes.

We offer an optional 2FA system within the smart
contract where users can input a password which is
Keccak-256 encrypted locally and then broadcasted to

X.

Segmented Retrieval Protocol

the Multisignio network. This password acts as a onetime signature which, when used, allows the address

The proprietary Segmented Retrieval Protocol, the usage call was made from to replace the original
from herein referred to as the SeRP, is a secure method

key holder address. Since a password is weaker than

of accessing the private key stored within the Multi- a private key, using this replacement method nullifies
signio Smart Contracts. The SeRP is utilized to its your vote for a period of 24 hours (Or a specific timefullest extent by ICO/Company Multisignio wallets

frame you have set) & allows the original address to

although a lite version is also implemented in the basic

recover the voting right and delete the current 2FA

MSWs.

password in that timeframe.

In essence, when a multi-signature wallet requires

Apart from the 2FA password-based recovery, we

all signatures to initiate a transaction, instead of stor- also offer a 2FA address-based recovery functioning
ing the private key within the main smart contract, in the same fashion but with the caller address as verieach user has a proxy smart contract assigned to him

fication. An optional voting system exists for new key-

which holds a segment of the private key that con- holder addition & removal requiring full-consensus as
trols the multisignature wallet. In order to retrieve well.
the actual private key, each key holder must sign a
transaction by providing their part of the segmented
key to the main contract.
This is done by verifying the tx.origin (See ap-

XII.

Network Clogging

Looking back on the network congestion of

pendix ??) variable inside the MVM corresponds with blockchains in December, it can be easily assumed
the actual key holder’s address [?]. The SeRP enables

that to avoid disruptions due to traffic, a parallel net-

users to have an always available backup even if the work (side-chain) to support the transactions within
Multisignio network is under heavy load compared the MSW is the ideal path to take on. This decento the normal Multisignio wallets which need to go tralized autonomous network can be upgraded with
5
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The transparent version of MSW is an advanced

by adding further nodes to service the customer base. wallet made to accommodate the needs of casual &
The traffic will be handled using geo-location redirects advanced cryptocurrency users. Some of its features
to provide faster user handling.

include but are not limited to:

The Decentralized Autonomous Network (DAN)
allows only AI-powered nodes to connect to the

• Anonymous members with pseudonyms are al-

blockchain, thus making the Multisignio side-chain

lowed to participate as key holders.

immutable & private from prying eyes, including the

• P2P / PGP encrypted real-time chat.

developers.

• Sophisticated voting systems for member addition/removal.

In order for the DAN to communicate with the
blockchains that MSW supports, AI powered proxies

• Advanced pass-phrase based backup system.

will be set-up that will scan the network in order to
reflect proper balances on the wallets and conduct
transactions.

in our wallet solutions, enabling users to truly take
advantage of our blockchain’s capabilities.

XIII.
i.

The above features are intended to be the next step

Wallet types

Free Multisignature Wallet

iv.

Corporate Wallet
Multisignio Enterprise is a wallet solution that is

The free version of the MSW will allow users to addressed to companies and ICOs as a corporate solustore Ethereum in their wallets with the multisignature tion. MSW Enterprise aims to offer companies, startfeature included.

ups and ICOs with a contract-wallet solution that will
boost the overall reliability and validity of the capital

ii.

Multisignio Lite
Multisignio Lite, will also include a cross-currency

feature will users will be able to store different types of

that has been funded, along with private blockchain
solutions, constructed specifically for the said companies.

cryptocurrencies. It is the basic multi-signature cross-

XIV.

currency wallet choice for Cryptocurrency investors
and enthusiasts. Multisignio Lite aims to provide cryptocurrency traders with a secure, user-friendly, multisignature wallet choice where the aforementioned will
be able to store their portfolio and transact with others
at minimal costs.

iii.

Transparent Wallet

Use Cases

Our Multi-signature wallets & the Multisignio Network can have many practical applications for both
personal use & commercial use. We offer personal,
business, enterprise, finance sector & ICO solutions
with different business plans for each and every case.
Our services range from special custom-knit wallets with your preferred capabilities to setting up

The transparent version of the Multisignio Wallet a Multisignio Sub-net with full features for corpoaims to provide seasoned cryptocurrency traders and rate/commercial usage.
enthusiasts with advanced features.

Apart from the curated choices above we also offer

An advanced wallet made to accommodate the some standard packages with optional features. These
needs of casual & expert cryptocurrency users. Allows

include wallets with an integrated user-privilege sys-

anonymous members with pseudonyms to participate

tem for usage by companies f.e. who want only top ex-

as key holders, peer-to-peer PGP encrypted real-time ecutives to initiate transactions but the whole board to
chat, complex voting systems for member addition agree to them, with an allowance system, where each
& removal, an advanced pass-phrase based backup key holder is pre-assigned a certain daily & weekly
system & many more features. This is intended as allowance which is useful for households & multithe next step in our wallet solutions, enabling users to

sigs with a central authority, & with a fund-constraint

truly take advantage of our blockchain’s capabilities.

wallet for ICOs.

6
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The fund-constraint wallet can either be time- reward systems that will entice younger audiences
constrained, meaning that ICOs are allowed to draw will convert the current view of DApps from dysfuncfunds only at the specified time-frames they have

tional hostile-environment applications to consumer-

on their development timeline, or user-constrained, targeted commercial platforms.
where the top X investors get a voting right proportionate to their investment. We also boast a special
temporary allowance system on certain types of wallets. This temporary allowance system enables you to
create a private key with an expiration date that can
draw a specific amount of ether from the multisignature account. This is especially useful for companies

All interactions with the private blockchain & consequently the multisignature wallet will be processed
immediately due to its processing power. As such,
every action within the mobile UI will be seamless, removing the delay of traditional DApps due to reliance
on the Ethereum network. This is a major factor in
creating applications for the vast market.

which want to allocate a specific amount of funds to
an employee and expect results promptly.
In order to cover all kinds of needs, we offer the
Multisignio Lite. This is a unique variant of the allowance system altered to suit the needs of a contemporary household. This multisignature wallet will
have a certain number of authorities, usually one or
two, which designate how much each household member can spend and on what. You can for example cre-

Multisignio Lite allows users to enable a password
instead of a private key as a signature permanently, removing the need for a full or even light node operating
to send out transactions. This immediately resolves
the issues faced by current DApps for multi-platform
support, enabling us to launch our mobile app simultaneously on all mobile platforms be it Android, iOS
or even Windows phones.

ate a private key called "Groceries" with a daily limit
which can be used to purchase family groceries.
Apart from providing great transaction tracking capabilities, this system will also automatically relocate

XVI.

Monetization

any unused funds to a savings account. This savings
account accumulates money automatically over the

Although the ICO acts as the company’s initial

course of time and is a great safety pillow for emer- funding funnel which will facilitate the initial infrasgencies. Additionally, all private keys are passed on tructure & platform development, various funding
from family member to family member seamlessly channels have been discussed and employed that
through our mobile application. You only require the will keep the platform fruitful and going. The crephone number of the family member in order to send ations of MSWs requires a small one-time nominal
him a private key associated with funds and the users fee which gets redirected to a smart contract. This
never actually see any private key unless they opt to.

smart contract has been designed so as to accept a

We firmly believe the above options will help lead TLS-Notary proofed current MSG price from Coinmarthe world towards mass cryptocurrency adoption by ketcap, which calculates the median price from variproviding impactful day-to-day usage cases for multi- ous exchanges, and then make a request to EtherDelta
signature wallets, with the Multisignio Lite as a flag- automatically like a "seller" whilst also providing the
ship for the broader commercial market since the ben- tokens for sale through the contract itself immediately.
efits it has compared to the traditional banking system
are magnanimous.

As briefly mentioned earlier, Multisignio will
also offer industrial solutions for large-scale custom
multi-signature wallet factories. This includes non-

XV.

Mobile Application

cryptocurrency applications as well, since our multisignature wallet can function as a standalone entity

Multisignio Lite will act as the main entrance point via our resilient API end-points for usage by financial
to Multisignio’s private network and to the world

institutions, private equity firms & more. The instal-

of cryptocurrencies in general for the unaccustomed

lation & maintenance of such servers will provide a

user. A user friendly interface along with gamification

steady & substantial income for Multisignio.
7
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sale. This will essentially destroy any left-over tokens,
ensuring a fair price for our token is set on the market.

Through our advanced server infrastructure, in-

A total of 270.000.000 MSG tokens can ever be in
house SeRP technology and reserve fund we aim to circulation. Out of that sum, 200 million will be up
become the multi-signature wallet provider for years for grabs during the token sale while the remaining
to come. During each step of our infrastructure main- 70 million will be split as follows: 21 million split
tenance we are safeguarding the servers’ operation amongst the developers, 9 million to facilitate the
financially for years in advance.
airdrop & the bounties and 40 million put aside as our
Due to the wide-range application of our service reserve fund.
& modularity of the hardware & software, we will be
able to adapt to both demands and changes in the
crypto-currency scene and the global scene in general.

XIX.

Fund Allocation

This re-inforces our long-term operation & financial
stability.
Should we hit a monetary dead-lock after drying
up all the assets of the reserve fund, we have a contingency plan where we initially re-adjust our prices to
reflect a premium-service instead of a general one &,
should that fail to keep us afloat, a grace period for retrieval of the private keys backing the multi-signature
wallets & proper closure of this business venture.

XVIII.

Token Sale

Figure 8: Fund Timeline

As depicted above, Multisignio is to be expanded
according to consumer demand. Each funding milestone carries features & services that are going to be
delivered. Even though the developer team only needs
$100k to realize the initial version of Multisignio, it
clearly isn’t enough to support the global node network we are willing to create. At $500k we will have
secured enough funding to integrate the allowance
Figure 7: Token Allocation

features of our wallet as well as the server power re-

quired to operate it. The $1m milestone is the ideal
The token sale is split into 5 time-based phases. goal for our company, through which we are confident
The price of the MSG token will be updated constantly we will be able to lay out the proper infrastructure to
on Multisignio’s official web-page, through which our enable the special multisignature wallets. Additionchat-bot assistant can guide you on how to purchase ally, we will send out secure USB devices that will
our token. The phases are as follows:
• Pre-sale: Until March 1st. 1 ETH = 15,000 MSG
• Phase 1: First Week 1 ETH = 10,000 MSG
• Phase 2: Second Week 1 ETH = 7,500 MSG
• Phase 3: Third Week 1 ETH = 5,000 MSG
• Phase 4: Final Week 1 ETH = 3,000 MSG

act as private key control hubs for the Multisignio
Network to the top 100 investors.
Reaching the $5m standpoint will multiply our
server processing power and as a result enable us
to provide the time-constrained private key generation features of household wallets. This will enter
the global populace into a new era of multi-signature

The token sale contract includes a burn-off function transactions. At $20m a multi-platform mobile applicathat can only be fired once at the end of the token tion will be developed to complement our Multisignio
8
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Network, thus establishing Multisignio as the main-

ii. Your Access to and Control Over Infor-

stream wallet provider.

mation

The final $40m goal will entail the provision of
You may opt out of any future contacts from us

commercial-application services to firms. Our cus-

tomer support team will grow into a multi-lingual at any time. You can do the following at any time by
service, with our infrastructure adapting to the new- contacting us via the email address or phone number
found global incoming traffic. Multi-currency support
will finally be realized, with the Multisignio network
now hosting multi-signature wallets for Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash & any alt-coin that exists & will exist. Any
surplus funding will be used to secure long-term operation of the network and boost the Multisignio com-

given on our website:
• See what data we have about you, if any.
• Change/correct any data we have about you.
• Have us delete any data we have about you.
• Express any concern you have about our use of
your data.

pany to new heights.

XX.

Privacy Notice

iii.

Security

We take precautions to protect your information.
This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices When you submit sensitive information via the webfor multisign.io This privacy notice applies solely to site, your information is protected both online and
information collected by this website. It will notify offline.
you of the following:
Wherever we collect sensitive information (such as
1. What personally identifiable information is collected from you through the website, how it is
used and with whom it may be shared.

credit card data), that information is encrypted and
transmitted to us in a secure way. You can verify
this by looking for a lock icon in the address bar and
looking for "https" at the beginning of the address of

2. What choices are available to you regarding the the Web page.
While we use encryption to protect sensitive inforuse of your data.
mation transmitted online, we also protect your infor3. The security procedures in place to protect the
misuse of your information.

mation offline. Only employees who need the information to perform a specific job (for example, billing

4. How you can correct any inaccuracies in the in- or customer service) are granted access to personally
identifiable information. The computers/servers in
formation.
which we store personally identifiable information are

i. Information Collection, Use, and Sharing

kept in a secure environment.

If you feel that we are not abiding by this privacy
We are the sole owners of the information collected policy, you should contact us immediately via email
on this site. We only have access to/collect informa- at admin@multisign.io.
tion that you voluntarily give us via email or other
direct contact from you. We will not sell or rent this
information to anyone.
We will use your information to respond to you,

XXI.

Legal Notice

The information contained in this website is for

regarding the reason you contacted us. We will not general information purposes only. The information
share your information with any third party outside

is provided by Multisignio P.C. (hereinafter referred

of our organization, other than as necessary to fulfill

to as: Multisignio) and while we endeavour to keep

your request, e.g. to ship an order.

the information up to date and correct, we make no

Unless you ask us not to, we may contact you via representations or warranties of any kind, express or
email in the future to tell you about specials, new implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability,
products or services, or changes to this privacy policy. suitability or availability with respect to the website or
9
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the information, products, services, or related graph- reproduction or redistribution of the Software not in
ics contained on the website for any purpose. Any accordance with the License Agreement may result in
reliance you place on such information is therefore civil and criminal penalties.
strictly at your own risk. Therefore, the user should

Without limiting the foregoing, copying or repro-

always check for confirmation with the originating duction of the Software to any other server or location
or authorizing department of Multisignio or the local

for further reproduction or redistribution is expressly

dealer.

prohibited.

In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage

The software is warranted, if at all, only according

including without limitation, indirect or consequential

to the terms of the license agreement, except as war-

loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever ranted in the license agreement, Multisignio hereby
arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in disclaims all warranties and conditions with regard
connection with, the use of this website.

to the Software, including all implied warranties and

Through this website you are able to link to other conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular
websites which are not under the control of Multi- purpose, title and noninfringement.
signio. We have no control over the nature, content

The contents of the website are copyright

and availability of those sites. The inclusion of any

c Multisignio P.C. (or its subsidiaries where so in-

links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or dicated and/or its licensors). All Rights Reserved.
endorse the views expressed within them.
Every effort is made to keep the website up and
running smoothly. However, Multisignio takes no
responsibility for, and will not be liable for, the website
being temporarily unavailable due to technical issues
beyond our control. In addition, it is up to you to
take precautions and to ensure that whatever you
select for your use is free of such items as viruses,
worms, Trojan horses and other items of a destructive
nature. Multisignio reserves the right at any time to
make changes in this website as it deems appropriate
without prior notification or obligation.
Any information, unsolicited suggestions, ideas or
other submissions will be deemed not to be confidential and non-proprietary. By sending any information
or material, you grant Multisignio an unrestricted, irrevocable license to use, reproduce, display, perform,
modify, transmit and distribute those materials or information, and you also agree that Multisignio is free
to use any ideas, concepts, know-how or techniques
that you send us for any purpose.
Any software that may be available to download
from this website (the "Software") is the copyrighted
work of Multisignio (or any of its subsidiaries and/or
its suppliers). Use of the Software is governed by
the terms of the end user license agreement, if any,
which accompanies or is included with the Software
("License Agreement"). Unless otherwise follows from
the License Agreement, the Software is made available
for downloading solely for use by end users. Any
10
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APPENDIX

A The AOO, shorthand for Autonomous Operation Overseer, is an open-source program currently in
development by Multisignio’s technological department that corrupts conventional physical & digital
access way points to a Linux-based Operating System and enforces recursive data-wipe and a total
system-lockdown/corruption in case of unauthorized access or system tampering.
B Distributed Software Defined Networking federates multiple controllers In a network to solve the problems
In single controller networks, e.g., to improve network reliability and reduce the delay between controllers
and switches.
C In cryptography, scrypt (pronounced "ess crypt") is a password-based key derivation function. The
algorithm was specifically designed to make it costly to perfom large-scale custom hardware attacks by
requiring large amounts of memory. A simplified version of scrypt is used as a proof-of-work scheme by
a number of cryptocurrencies such as Litecoin.
D The tx.origin variable contains the Ethereum Address a contract call has been made from. Compared to
using msg.sender, this allows contracts that redirect requests to be properly verified as the msg.sender
variable contains the current contract caller which, in the case of proxy contracts, is the contract address.
E Quorum is an Ethereum-based distributed ledger protocol that has been developed to provide the Financial
Services Industry with a permissioned implementation of Ethereum that supports transaction and contract
privacy. JP Morgan, one of the biggest financial institutions in the US, has solely funded its development.
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